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Introduction

Methodology

Results

Resilience: the capacity to recover from stress or "to
bounce or spring back" (from re- "back" + satire- "to

• The initial objective was to search for articles in
academic databases, which included EBSCO, APA
Psych INFO, and Sociological Abstracts . All of the
databases aforementioned were accessed through
the All-Library Databases website from University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, using the institutional
credentials.

-- What is the prominent definition of resilience?
A dynamic and extensive process in which the person
interacts with their environment to yield favorable
results (Jackson et al., 2013).

jump, leap."

Trait vs. Protective Factor
- Resilience is a component of the environment and
its ability to provide the growth and not an
individual factor.
Multiple scholars cite resilience as a psychological
or even naturally-inherited trait that individuals
possess. More specifically, the literature often
supports a state and trait approach to analyze the
resilience demonstrated by the sample of some
studies.
BIPOC and Resilience
- BIPOC community is unique in their own
experiences, but collectively share an adversity in
the exposure to discrimination.
- The levels of resilience and the way resilience looks
will vary depending on the individual, its
membership to racially marginalized groups and
other external factors.

• To explore the relevant articles and research
questions, the PRIS MA method was used for this
review. The PRISMA method is frequently used by
scholars when conducting systematic literature
reviews . This evidence-based procedure primarily
centers on summarizing findings and evaluating the
effectiveness of the measures used in the pertinent
studies.
• Study Selection

• 31Articles
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• Removed : 18 excluded articles that did
not referenced the relationship between
resilience and discrimination,
predominantly in BIPOC samples.

Research Questions

Future Directions

- How is resilience experienced or manifested
among BIPOC?
Resilience was reflected in the acceptance and
positivity of the ethnic identity of the participants.
Having these concepts in mind, note that resilience
becomes a coping mechanism against discrimination
or any other discrimination derivative stress.
- How is resilience operationalized when
experiencing oppression?
Resilience is framed as a theory, where scholars take
time to deeply analyze and comprehend how this
concept influences the relationship between other
phenomena, such as discrimination and self-esteem,
or discrimination and leadership efficacy. Another
minor pattern is the use of the different versions of
the Connor-Davidson Scale (CD-RISC).
What are the limitations in the literature of
resilience?
Limited sample, both in terms of size and ethnic
diversity. Consequently, the second limitation of many
studies was the generalizability of results. Finally,
social desirability reflected in the responses provided
by participants.

In this study, there are four research questions
• 13Articles

What is the prominent definition
of resilience?

• Removed: 4 because it only focu sed on
scales

Quantitative
33.3%
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Figure 4. Future Directions

Conclusion
- Resilience is a timely word that is attributed to
those who persist in the face of difficulty.
- After analyzing these findings, it can be inferred
that the literature lacks an objective and allencompassing definition for the term resilience.
- There is a desperate need for research that studies
the levels of resilience among and between the
BIPOC community.
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